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OCOMING OUT-
beingGAY in the

haveiTord-brynmanT
college community....

Introducing GPA
In September, 1975, a new campus

organization, the Gay People's Alliance,
emerged at Bryn Mawr-Haverford Colleges.
Throughout this first year, membership
has steadily grown until now, at the
close of the semester, 1976 spring,
we have approximately thirty active
members.

The group has founded a peer
counseling center; opened an office
in Jones Hall, Haverford College;
held weekly meetings in the College
Inn, Bryn Mawr College; presented two
lectures open to the entire campus
community; and held a very successful
dance, among other things. We hope
that the school year of 1976-77 will
find our ranks even larger and our
functions even more extensive.

Coming out is a continuing pro-
cess, done by individuals, and in the
case of our group, done by organizations
of people. It involves making the
same-sex preference/orientation vis-
ible in a society that still largely
ignores and admonishes such* It is done
by Individuals to individuals, as in
coming out to schoolmates, friends,
parents, employers, and other signifi-
cant people.

Coming out is a gay person's
statement about the viability of his
or her sexual orientation/preference.
Sometimes it is easy and other times
it is very difficult to do. In this
pamphlet are articles about the coming
out experience, written by both gays
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and nongays* The purpose of this
pamphlet is to spread knowledge about
this aspect of gayness with the prem-
ise that through knowledge comes under-
standing, and that from understanding
comes acceptance. College is a time
for learning* We of the Gay People's
Alliance offer you this oppertunity
to learn about coming out.

The Girl Next Door
The following incident is an exam-

ple of the kind of psychological harrass-
ment that gay people undergo all the time.
It is a composite of several experiences
I have had.

I was on a train with a group of
Bryn Mawr students, none of whom I knew
very well. As the train pulled out of
the station, I got out some cookies, which
I shared with the girl sitting next to
me, and then I settled down to read Plato.

In the seat in front of me, two girls
began to discuss homosexuality. They
spoke loudly and clearly. One of them
could not understand why "those people11

needed Gay Alliance—"you'd think they
would want to keep it private," she said.
Her companion said that it really didn't
matter to her—"although once you knew
about someone, you really started to no-
tice how different they are." Loudly
and clearly they agreed that any normal
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person had an immediate reaction of re-
pulsion towards the idea*

I could feel my body filling with
tension. My mind raced over the altern-
atives? Confront them* Ignore them*
Cry. This kind of shit will never end
until people realize that anyone—yes,
even the girl sitting in back of you
reading Plato-nmight be gay* But to
confront is to expose myself to a group
of people whom I don't know, don't trust*
I have friends—-and a lover—to protect
at Bryn Mawr* My willingness to come
out is tempered by their feelings* But
how will anything ever get better if
someone doesn't take a stand?

The conversation ended* I was re-
lieved, and went back to my reading,
trying to concentrate* An acquaintance
came over to say hi, and to tell me
about her plans for the weekend* I felt
myself relaxing, becoming cheerful and
unhassled again*

In back of me four girls began to
discuss homosexuality* I heard the word
'gay' and felt the tension flood back*
I tried to tell myself not to listen* I
questioned myself—am I oversensitive?
Am I paranoid? I told myself that it's
their problem if they are ignorant and
intolerant* I could live my life with-
out the outside world—my personal situ-
ation is secure and supportive enough*
But I'm not going to do it* I'm not
going to live in a closet* I care too
much about my friends and myself to be
able to endure being judged on the basis
of ignorant and unreasonable prejudice.
I felt as though I was choking*

The conversation in back of me was
along the same lines as the first one,
plus a few jokes about lesbians, which
were so stupid that I could have laughed.
They knew nothing at all about gay people.
They began to talk about •'Women's Lib."
Suddenly the tone of the conversation
changed; they were talking about "people"
now. Anyone who calls the Feminist Move-
ment "Women's Lib" (and any woman who
talks about it as an abstract movement
in which she has no place) needs some
consciousness raising in my estima-
tion—but their views >n working mothers
(still being discusse^ loudly enough to
edify the whole train) made me drowsy and
disgusted and I tried to sleep. And then,
there it was, the inevitable last straws
a sniggering crack about homosexuals
molesting children.

I turned around, so angry that I
could hardly see them. "You obviously

know nothing at all about gay people
to say a thing like that. Gay people
live ordinary human lives, good and bad,
just like anyone else. Gay relationships
are no more strange or unnatural than
heterosexual ones, and it seems to me
that any kind of loving relationship is
pretty healthy. And furthermore the
statistics show that the majority of
child molesting is done by white male
heterosexuals over the age of forty."

The whole section of the train was
silent. My hands were shaking and my
last words sounded more like a sob than
the angry scream I felt. The girl sit-
ting next to me said, "Would you like an
orange?" and when I said, "Yes, please,"
she peeled it for me.

Honestly Now
I was well aware that I was attrac-

ted to men for quite some time before I
came to Haverford. I didn't know if there
was a group of gays organized on campus
before I arrived. I didn't have the nerve
to ask about it during my interview (that
seemed tantamount to asking for a rejec-
tion notice). But I got the feeling that
the bi-college community was a liberal
place, where people cared about each other,
and were too mature to worry about such
trivialities as one's sexual preferences.

I had everything planned perfectly.
I would make no pretenses about my sex-
uality to anyone. Of course I wasn't
planning to announce myself as a scream-
ing queen in the middle of Opening Col-
lection, but I thought I would have the
opportunity to make a fresh start in a
new environment. I reasoned that I

(CONTINUED page 3)
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didn't have any friends or family here
to alienate, so that I could be honest
with everyonej there would be no prob-
iegta* Things did not work out as
planned*

When I arrived for Customs Week,
I was very nervous* 1 met the other
freshmen on my hall* and my customs-
people* They all seemed to be pleasant,
and I began to relax* I was getting
along with these people as well as I
had with my friends at home* Then I
realized that I was just as afraid of
coming out to my new friends as I had
been of coining out to my old friends*
I decided not to bring up' the subject
of homosexuality until I got to know
everyone a little better* After all,
it would have been foolish to preju-
dice them against me from the very
beginning* I thought I would wait for
a week or two until I could win their
confidence*

But by the time a week went by,
it was too late* They were already
my friends* 1 already had something
to lose* The expected remarks came
up ("Gee, it's lucky that none of us
got stuck in a suite with some fag-
got!"), and I smiled politely as my
guts churned inside* 1 couldn't be
honest without blowing my cover*
Eight years of being trapped in the
closet at least gave me skill in pre-
serving that* I was so good at being
dishonest with others, that I was even
able to lie to myself • • • for a
while*

XCAH SfllOL A
MILB AWAY*

I told myself that I wasn't really
being dishonest* I just hadn't gotten
the chance to reveal the whole truth*
I didn't mean to hide anything* The sub-
ject just never happened to come up at
an opportune moment* And all this time,
I was lying to my friends, I was lying
to my family, I was lying to my "girl-
friend" (who didn't even know that I
was using her to cover for me), and I
was lying to myself; I felt guiltier
and guiltier with each passing day* I
became very moody, and abandoned my
schoolwork* My life seemed to be fal-
ling apart, and there was nothing I
could do to save it*

Over the summer I decided that I
couldn't go on that way* I knew that
I would have to take the big step 4

sophomore year* I was fed up with
myself, and with my whole attitude
toward my sexuality* How could I ex-
pect others to accept me, when I couldn't
even accept myself? I would tell my
friends at school* and if they couldn't
handle it, well • • • it would be their
tough luck*

A funny thing happened* though* I
came back, expecting to break the big
news, and I just couldn't do it* The
old cowardly streak surfaced again* I
didn't want to alienate people* I was
afraid that the news might reach my
parents* The same old thoughts from
freshman year began to plague me again*
But this time, I wasn't going to let
them to get the better of me*

One by one, I started to tell the
people living on my hall that 1 was
gay* The first one was tough* I
picked someone who I thought would be
sympathetic* He'd mentioned that he
had gay friends at home? and seemed to
be the sort of person who could accept
me for what 1 was, and not as a mis-
guided deviant* We were talking alone
in my room one afternoon* I gritted
my teeth, and told him* Then I waft-
ed for his reaction* But there didn't
seem to be one* I waited for a very
long thirty seconds* "So?" he asked*
The sense of relief was overwhelming*
I was so filled with happiness* I didn't
know what to say* He knew I was gay,
and he didn't really care!

Soon I told another person, and then

(CONTINUED page k)
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a third. I told my old "girlfriend".
It was getting easier each time. I only
had one more major obstacle in the bi-col-
lege communityj my suitemate. We had
agreed to live together freshman year,
and I didn't know how he would handle it.
He made his share of faggot jokes, but I
was able to overlook that. I knew that
ideologically, he was in favor of civil
rights for gays, but there is a big differ-
ence between reading, about them in the
newspaper, and having them make love in
the next room.

Also, I worried about the ways my
"coming out" would affect him. Would
people assume that because I was gay,
and we were living together, that he
was gay also? This was definitely a
stigma which I did not care to inflict
on him. But I couldn't do this halfway.
I knew that if I didn't tell him, someone
else would. And since he had to hear it,
I wanted it to be from meo

He was shaken at first, as I ex-
pected him to be. But I tried to handle
it as comfortably as possible, and soon
he got used to the idea. After I saw
that he could deal with it, I lost all
fears of coming out in the bi-college
community.

I was very lucky. My friends were
not only tolerant, but accepting of my
gayness. I never dreamed that things
would work out so well. Now, at least
here at school, homosexuality is just
an.other ordinary aspect of my life, al-
though it is an important one. I am no
longer afraid of dancing with other men
at bi-college dances, or putting up post-
ers for the Gay People's Alliance. And
although I know that coming out is not
right for everyone, it is probably one
of the best things I have ever done.

The Better Alternative
Coming out in the bi-college com-

munity this fall was one of the most dif-
ficult things I have t *er done. Thinking
back, however, I wondir whether the lone-
liness I felt existed because of Haverford
and Bryn Mawr, or whether it was inherent
in my own personality, and might have been
even more difficult to deal with else-
where.

For me, coming out was not simply
recognizing or even acknowledging my

homosexuality: I had realized for a
long time that I had felt sexual at-
traction towards men, and that I was
more likely to fall in love with a man
than with a woman. What I had to deal
with, then, was not myself but other
people—particularly the separation I
felt between myself and others* X
didn't know anyone gay at Haverford;
and the Gay People's Alliance seemed
remote and threatening. Also, my male
heterosexual friends seemed sympa-
thetic to my problems, but were either
unable or unwilling to give me the
kind of support I neededt it seemed that
they would accept homosexuality in me,
but wouldn't even consider responding
to my feelings towards them with a
similar warmth. I was also afraid to
consider my future: if I was a homo-
sexual, I thought, sex would always
be impersonal, I would always be frus-
trated in falling in love, and I would
never meet anyone outside of bars. It
was intensely depressing, and, seeing
no alternative, I began to consider
suicide.

Once I had reached that point, I
realized that any sort of life was an
improvement on none; and it eventually
became clear that there was no reason
why I couldn't be both a homosexual
and happy—it wasn't necessary to con-
form to stereotypes. The first decisive
thing I did was to attend a Gay Alliance
meeting, and found there the consider-
ateness and concern that I've noticed
in almost all Haverford-Bryn Mawr
people. There was, however, also a
positive attitude towards homosexu-
ality that I'd never met before.

I have also learned a great deal
from the relationships I've had with
people—including the fact that homo-
sexual relationships can be as ful-
filling as heterosexual ones. Because
of the lack of stereotyped roles, they
may even have more of a possibility
for making people happy. I've also begun
to realize that happiness is more closely
related to satisfaction with oneself than
to the state of one's relationships with
other people, though I have no desire
to regain the isolation I used to feel.
Being more at ease with myself, I think
it's easier to like other people—or at

(G0NTINU3D page 5)



least to be tolerant of them*
What I would like now is to reach

a state in which it doesn't matter whe-
ther people call themselves "homosexual"
or "heterosexual"—almost everybody is a
mixture of the two. I would like to
think that it»s possible to love and feel
attracted to a man or a woman--and that
his or her sex and "sexual preference"
are unimportant. Before this happens,
however, it is necessary not only that
I be free in this way, but also that
everyone else learn that the value of
people is more important than the dis-
tinctions that too easily get in our
way.

It Still Isn't Easy...
The definition of coming out is vague.

I had no desire to make grand pronounce-
ments about my sexuality, but I did come
out at Bryn Mawr and Haverford in that it
was here that I began to acknowledge to
myself what my sexual feelings meant —
to accept them as part of me. It was also
here that I began to let other people in
my world, know about my feelings; I began
to share them.

To accept homosexual feelings as
part of yourself is no easy thing, when
you are constantly told from infancy
tha1> these feelings are wrong — that they
are not good and wonderful, but sick and
sinfula = It is difficult to accept parts
of yourself that society does not (unless
you are a radical non-conformist)„ You
are told your desires are horrible, but
you know somewhere inside that they can
bring you pleasure and beauty. The cog-
nitive dissonance takes a while to re-
solve} the resolution is often the coming
out processo

I am not sure that being a member of
the bi-college community had any great
effect on my coining out process, but it
may have helped me that I had some good
and sympathetic friends rho didn't reject
me (one of my worst fee is) when I told
them. They were willing to listen and un-
derstand as much as they couldo Wouldn't
I have had similar friends elsewhere?
Yes — and I did. Nevertheless, knowing
that Haverford was a "liberal" place, and
that almost no one, outwardly at least,
would react negatively, made it easier„

..• yn Mawr and Haverf ord hindered me,
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though, by being such closety places.
There were and are plenty of gay students
and faculty members; yet for two years I
only knew of two that I'd heard about in
nasty rumors„ I had no role models to
identify with, no one who said to me
what I needed to hears "You can be your-
self and be happy„ It really is pos-
sible," Not having a gay group around
disseminating information — or just be-
ing there — also made coming out more
difficult„ Furthermore, knowing that
the reason there was no gay group lay in
the unique difficulty that these schools
have in dealing with the issue (because
of their single-sex status) added to my
difficulties, (Why do people assume
that gay people don't like or don't want
to be with people of the opposite sex?
I found all-male Gummere to be a despic-
able and sexist place.) Finally, the

audience response to the showing of the
movie "Boys in the Band" in my sophomore
year was a disaster? it reinforced every
fear I ever had.

The situation for gays here is
neither good nor bad nowP To have a gay
social life, it is still necessary to go
off-campus sometimes0 I am also not
convinced that attitudes have really
changed here0 Because people have let
a" gay group exist does not mean that
they have changed their innermost feel-
ings or confronted their innermost
fearso For me, to be gay at Haverford
today ultimately means experiencing
some alienation from myself, some ali-
enation from the larger community, or
both. How can a homosexual have a
satisfactory sexual and social life
when he can not easily walk across
campus holding hands with his lover?
I am not sure the situation can be
changed until the larger society
changes further, moving from the- in-
creasing tolerance shown to real ac-
ceptance o Certainly Haverford and Bryn
Mawr cannot change until everyone who
is gay is willing to come outo It won't
change until we examine and acknowledge
our feelings, and how they got that way.
It is easy to say, "I think gays have a
right to exist." It is not so easy to
confront one' s own feelings when one
sees two men French-kissing in a park.
It is not easy to question one's own
sexuality by trying to understand the
sexuality of others, We are dealing
with gut emotional issues, and not a
logical academic argument 0 Coining out
isn't.easy!
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Finding Out About a Friend

1.
We met early in the year and quickly

became close friends* It started as a
purely piatonic friendship, but after a
while I began to feel attracted to him,
just physically and then sexually* I
dropped hints, which were not picked
up. "Certain thoughts" (Is he • • *?
No, of course not.) had crossed my
mind, hints which he_ had let fall,
which I in turn refused to acknowledge*
Finally, after much puzzling, I decided
that an upcoming party would provide
the right atmosphere (i* e*, free, and,
if possible, the tiniest bit inebriated)
to convey my feelings to him*

He told me what I'd known and stead-
fastly refused to admit, that he was gay*
For something which was not, after all,
news, it hit me incredibly hard--I don't
know how long I cried, with him there
in my room* We talked, I went through
so many thoughts and emotions, which
usually came back, that night, to re-
assuring myself that he was bisexual
(well, he must be * . • ) , and so all
was not lost* [That attitude played
itself out quickly when I realized
what an imposition it was of my own
values*^ I calmed down, he (very
thoughtfully) kissed me goodnight
and left; I woke up my closest
girlfriend, across the hall, and she
came back to my room and rocked me
and stroked me while I cried even
harder* I spent much of the weekend
thinking about him, about being gay,
and about my own sexuality*

And I came to realize how per-
fectly all right and good it is for me
to feel as close as I do to some of my
girlfriends (don't we all worry?), how
right it was for my girlfriend to be so
very close, physically, that night~
she would have slept win me if I'd
asked her to, just for che warmth of
human contact* I'm not gay, I know
that I'm not sexually attracted to
other woman* But I feel much more com-
fortable about being physically at-
tracted to them; I understand and ap-
preciate the difference* I love my gay
friend as much if not more than before,

I feel free to love him as a friend who
knows me much better now, and whom I
understand better-.I hope he feels the
same* There isn't the strain which ex-
isted when we each had something we
were keeping from the other* The
concept of homosexuality no longer seems

so distant to me, nor is it threatening.
I've come to terms with ways I've wanted
to deal with people I like, male and fe-
male, and I feel more "whole" because of
the examining*

2.
As a fairly intelligent and toler-

ant female heterosexual, I try hard to
understand and accept the increasing
emergence of homosexuality in our society<
But a crushing experience some months ago
makes it difficult for me to control
my emotional reaction to homosexuality*
Perhaps this brief story can help
those at all points of the sexual
continuum to adjust to their own feel-
ings and to those of the people around
them*

I had been dating a guy I met in
high school for about a year and a half*
During the summer between my freshman
and sophomore years at Bryn Mawr we
worked and boarded at a private country
club, along with another guy whom I had
known since kindergarten who had been
my boyfriend's best friend for several
years* One night as we sat around
in the room the two boys shared, our
friend announced to me that he was a
homosexual and had been for years*
I knew that there had been many
nights those two had spent together or
with a bunch of other guys during
high school, and I immediately broke
down completely, feeling more sexually
inadequate than I'd ever felt in
my life* "I'm not enough*" I said
to myself, "so he turns to this guy

(CONTINUED page ?)



without celling me about it."
After that night the three of us

had a series of long talks about
ourselves, our sexualities, and our
futures* Sometimes other close friends
would join us* We all tried te be
frank without being brutal* Sophomore
year passed and we spent a second
summer together at the country club*
But toward the end of that summer
our communications broke down* My
boyfriend went back to his college and
I returned to a rough Junior year here*
From his family I heard rumblings
of my boyfriend's involvement with
homosexuals at school* Yet I heard
nothing from him! no explanations,
no sympathy for my academic woes,
not even a "Look, bug out! Things
have changed with me." Those months
of silence were some of the worst

I've ever spent* We met briefly over
vacation and broke up after unsuccess-
ful attempts to talk things out*
The fears and defenses wHch had built •
up were too strong to o\ arcome*

I am making no judgement on my
ex-boyfriend, our homosexual friend
from high school, or homosexuals in
general* I am only trying to show
that with explanation and understanding
it is possible to learn acceptance and
patience with those who are of different
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sexual attitudes* Failure to communi-
cate can only result in painful misunder-,
standing and lead to unhealthy prejudice
and censure*

RESPONSE TO 20

We thank the writer of the above
essay for sharing with us what was ob-
viously a very painful experience, and
we support her wholeheartedly in*her
plea for honesty in interpersonal re-
lationships*

Unfortunately, many gay-'people feel
they can't be honest and open about
themselves, often because past attempts
at honesty have met with disastrous
results* Rejection by parents or friends
who either can't or won't try to under-
stand them leads gay people to believe
that trying to explain their feelings
honestly will at best be fruitless (no
pun intended), and at worst destructive
of a relationship they may value very
highly.

Until attractions for members of
the same sex are accepted as natural
and healthy, those of us who experience
them will be forced to choose between V
lives of total honesty, accompanied by
an eyerpresent fear of rejection by
those who regard us as sick or per-
verted, and lives of "pick-and-choose"
honesty, where we are open only with
those we trust will understand* Ob-
viously, neither alternative is with-
out its drawbacks; the decision as to
what type of life one wishes to lead
is often very difficult*

The second alternative, which is
probably chosen more often than the
first, places one in the uncomfortable
position of constantly trying to eval-
uate friends and acquaintances to de-
termine how receptive they would be to
a "coming out" scene* Naturally, there
are bound to be errors in judgment*
Friends who are repulsed by the mere
thought of homosexuality will be mis-
takenly confided in; others who actually
are able to understand will be kept in
the dark, and will be very hurt if they
happen to find out that they were not
trusted* /

The Gay People's Alliance and other
groups like it are working toward the
day when homosexuality is no longer
looked at askance, and gay people no
longer feel a need for deceptiveness
in personal relationships*



Friendly Reactions

To a Freshman

As a freshman at Haverford, I co-
vered up ray sexual preference and atten-
dance at Gay People's Alliance meetings
with a barrage of lies0 I made up sto-
ries, about girlfriends and completely
avoided talking about homosexuality with
my friends. I thought if I ware honest
I might lose my present friends and not
make any new onos0 Things turned out
differently—

One of ray friends, xy Customsman,
saw through my cover-up« It was he who
finally brought up the subject<, I
couldn't keep on lying to him and deci-
ded to tell the truth and face the con-
sequences. His reactions were primarily
good, but he admitted to feeling some-
what threatened, I tried to explain
that I liked him as a person and a
friend, and I felt no sexual attraction
towards him. A homosexual does not look
at every person sexually* Just as a,
heterosexual has close female friends he
doesn't think of sleeping with, a homo-
sexual can have close male friends with-
out having sexual feelings for them,

One of the most positive reactions
to ay sexual orientation came during
second semester. I learned that three
of my friends, one Haverfordian and
two 3ryn Hawrters, had found out about
my sexual preference almost a raonth be-
fore I knew they hadt, In that month I
hadn't noticed any cliange in their be-
havior towards me0 'ihen I finally got
the courage to talk to one of them lie
asked why I was afraid it would change.
He was my friend and liked rae for what
I was—being gay didn't laake a difference0

Since then I've become more at ease
with myself and my gayness. By being
honest and not acting as if homosexuality
is a disease, I hope to help more people
to become aware that gay people are a
healthy part of society<• Homosexuality,
either In yourself or in your friends,
is not something to be feared„

A Different Debutante
I suspect that all gay people who

nave living parents have the dosira to
tell those significant others about
their live.?. It just plain hurts a
lot to ~be experiencing friendshipi
intimacy, love,.,, sharing meaningfulness
about your life in any and many ways,
and yet not sharing that with the
people with whom you first learned the
importance of those things. Most parents
do not receive the news that they have
a gay son/daughter very gracefully,'
Reactions vary from,"phase," and "you'll
get over it," to "sick," and "we won't
ever got over this", 1-iauy parents feel
terribly alone and.ashamed, and spend
a,igood deal of timo blaming tha<r;selves.
They worry that x aiaily and friends of
theirs will find out and mourn the loss
of future grandchildren. Their feelings
o£ lonoliuass, shamo, and blame, are
often all too familiar to the gay son/
daughter, for overcoming centuries of
misunderstanding sad oppression is, e-
ven for the strong self-liberated gay,
a difficult task*,

Over and over during the time I
have spent with gay people I have heard
them tell me they want to come out to
their parents, I know what they are
feeling. I wanted my folks to know years
before I told them, I, like most other
gays, waited years to share this informa-
tion with my parents. At first, I made
up social events to tell them about,
filled letters with fictitious boyfriends,
and spoke vaguely about feminism,, Later,



I.talked about my activities with women's
groups, stopped mentioning dates with men,
and tenuously discussed a gay male friend
with them. Still later, I began to men-
tion my lover, couched in explanations
of going here or there with my "special
friend," Finally, my mother asked me if
I ever went out with anyone except her0•,.
did I ever see any men? I replied that
yes, I saw them, but that I wasn't really
lookingJ In fact, I added, I wasn't
particularly interested in men. Pushed
to explain by a not-unperceptive mother
who feared that her worst suspicions
might be confirmed, I told her that in-
deed, I was more fond of women than men,
one particular woman especially, and that
yes, if she were wondering if I was gay
that the answer was also yes0 Although
my mother had, over the years, given me
many indications that she suspected my
orientation/preference, and that some
part of her wanted to know for sure, she
still took the announcement rather hard.
She didn't die, as she proclaimed she
surely would, and while I don't make her
as happy as she says I would if I was in
the sexually oriented majorityj still, she
has her joys in life, and I have mine.
One of which, I hasten to say, is the fact
that my parents now know about my lifestyle.

As soon as my parents found out, they
did not want to know any more. They didn't
want me to mention my gay life in letters,
they didn't want to discuss it, and I
strictly complied with their wishes for
some time. After all, I took some time
to'deal with my orientation/preference
and so I believed that they too were en-
titled to that consideration,.Gradually,
they have mellowed. Earlier this year
they met my lover over dinner in a res-
taurant , and later she spent a weekend
at their home with me. Though we are as
much of a loving dyad as my brother and
his wife are, we are not treated as such,
nor,I suspect, will we ever be, at least
by my folks. It hurts me, annoys me,
oppresses and depresses me, but it also
strengthens me and gives me hope, Jty
folks have come a long ways towards ac-
cepting me and my lifestyle,,,if they did
it, perhaps someday,,.

There isn't any formula for coming
out to parents or to other significant
people. The need to tell exists in gay
people everywhere. Acceptance can come
only through understanding, and under-
standing only through knowledge,, And
many gays recognize that parents and
elof-: ssociates are vital links in the
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education process that is necessary in
order f orscfahe greater culture to end
repressive treatment of homosexuals.

Coming out to parents can be a re-
warding experience if tb difference
between your desire to tell and your
parents* desire to know is not too
great. When is the difference too
great? Only you can decide,, Usually
parents give some signals, sae indication
to you of what theyare wantjbg to know
about you and your life0 Those signals
can serve as valuable guides.

Whether coming out to parents or
to others of importance, your own spi-
ritual, physical, emotional, and fi-
nancial strength are things to be in

touch with, It w^uid be unreasonable to
urge every gay person to ciame out to her or
his parents, friends, and employers, with
little consideratin for the price that
individuals still pay. If you are contem-
plating coming out, especially to your
folks, take a look at the potential los-
ses and gains, check your storehouse of
strengths, and peek at your bitterness
thermometero Are you getting even with
your folks by givtg them news you know
they can't handle well at this point?
Or are you telling them because they seem
to want to know you and you want them to?
Remember, regardless of how good coming out
feels to you, the larger society restricts
this term to debutantes, and, in most
cases, your folks will not feel like
having a party.



* . - * >
•p. • •"fF « . j ,

and Dad, I' m Gay

I hav-J a nice story to tell! Ever
since Ifve been in Gay Alliance—since
It first started—I've heard a lot of
different people tell many stories about
thsir feelings toward their parents„
Every week we have a consciousness rais-
ing session after our business meeting;
during that time many personal feelings
aiid doubts* stories of experiences, etc,
are discussed,, The conversation often
drifts to coming out to our parents or
dealing with them. Most of the people
in the Alliance have expressed a lot of
cjon.t si about how their parents have re-
acr-od or would react if they knew about
their son or daughter being gayo Uhfor-
,'*3u-;̂ el/s most people believed that their
; cer'is <f«.v;ld be negative if they knew0
«„• f;-/>.b ''.hat they would be sent to
G'-nii.. Xing services, psychiatrists, or
•{:,!:• -•; Choir par ants might even do some-
;'•:.;:.Xr.;.*, *^asiic—like disown them. These
C3; sr>3slcns made me think about telling
r,; ^aroiita that I was gay, I've been
fiy since I had any sexual preference at
1,1",. but had always been careful not to
le: ray parents* know about lto It would
h*.v& tx»rn impossible for me to tell them
t>L:niy It while I was still at home since
I w,,« ~';oc unsure of ray own feelings any-
war >

it took my whole freshman year at
Ha/oifford and then active membership in
?d,y Alliance during my sophomore year
\.r s to become genuinely comfortable
auov.t discussing my gay preference with

gay and straight,, The good, sup-
2 feelings that I got from the peo-

i 'v: GPA finally made me realize that
•jii?.iL It to my parents, without whom I*d
net lings an(i even raore ̂ ° myself, to
,H tcua something that was so important
.Hie,-.

So, during cur Thanksgiving break of
'?? I =3nt home with th' intention of
i :..:•.:•••£ raj" parents that A was gay. Let
te'1! you, it was one of the toughest
L ,,..i I ever had to do, which says some-
ng fcr the oppression that gay people
slu I love both my parents dearly and
~y love :ae just as much. They've al-
/s bee., very liberal and have never
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censured the gay movement or gay peopla
they knew. Yet when I sat them down to
tell them my stomach felt like a yawr-irg
pit and my head was a fuzzy mass,, I got
my brother (who had known for a long time)
to stand next to me while I blurted oitt my
sexual preference. After their first sur-
prise they both kind of said, "Now what?"
and so wo talked into the wee hours of
the morningo I explained myself and ray
happiness with my preference to them, and
they reacted to those feelings in a way
so positive, so genuine, that I felt good
for a long time0

The Important thing is that I had
known that they would be good about It, so
what made me the nervous wreck that I was
when I told them? It was something in me—-
something in me because of a societal atti-
tude. Never once when I was growing
up did I hear positive things about homo-
sexuality! Well, now I feel good about
telling people about my sexual preference
and I feel and hope that organizations
like GPA, and parents like mine, will
make it easier for other gay people to
feel good about themselves,.


